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In this Issue…
P1-3: Royal afternoon tea
P4: Heald Place Primary visit
P5: Wilbraham Primary visit
P6: Science Week
P7-9: Stars of the Week

Don’t forget:
YEAR 9 options and
progress evening.
Thursday 22 March
4-6pm

WE WELCOME ROYAL GUESTS FOR AFTERNOON TEA EVENT
Year 10 Hospitality students served up an afternoon tea event this week, to a selection of
royal visitors who were special guests at Manchester Academy.
The lunchtime event was staged for staff to sample the students’ cooking skills, after they
had spent a busy morning preparing a selection of sandwiches, cakes and scones for their
BTEC hospitality coursework.
Read the full story inside….
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AFTERNOON TEA EVENT WAS A HUGE SUCCESS

A total of 22 students took part in the
afternoon tea event on Tuesday.
Abdul Rahman Ahmed, Ruaa Al Dhouyani,
Maysam Alkirkit, Shazu Begum, Cody
Leigh-Bolland, Muhammed Ceesay, Khalid
Farhan, Tenae Grady, Mohamed Hilal, Shenae Hunt Alveraga, Naba Hussain, Abdi
Hussein, Malika Imran, Yousef Jama,
Alishba Kashif, Khadro Koliye, Kerry Anne
McFarlane, Anfal Mohamed, Abdulwasi
Osman, Aaaron Ramsey, Hana Xassan and
Fatima Sidi all took part in the exam,
which was led by Ms McMullen, Interim
Vice Principal, and Ms Hawthorne, Food
Technology Technician.
They worked hard all morning preparing a
range of sandwiches including egg and
cress, coronation chicken, smoked salmon
and cream cheese, cream cheese and
cucumber and caramelised onion and feta
cheese tartlet.
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STUDENTS WORKED HARD ALL MORNING TO PREPARE THE FEAST

This was followed by a choice of cakes –
coffee and walnut cake, chocolate cup
cakes and summer fruit tartlets. There
were also Devon, cherry and sultana
scones served with fresh cream and jam
and traditional Victoria sponge cakes
with strawberry jam and buttercream.
A selection of drinks were also available
including tea, coffee, iced tea, sparkling
or still water and orange or blackcurrant.
Staff were invited to come along to the
afternoon tea event, where students
then served the food in their roles as
front of house staff.
Ms McMullan said: “The event went
brilliantly, and everyone delivered better
than expected.”
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HEALD PLACE PRIMARY SCHOOL STUDENTS TRY T-SHIRT PRINTING

Year 5 students from Heald Place Primary
School have learnt a lot about life in our
high school after a day visiting the
Academy last week.

They took part in many activities while they
were here including T-shirt printing, a
healthy eating session, a relaxation session
and a quiz about University, thanks to help
from Manchester Metropolitan University.

Our Year 7 students Kawa Muhammad ,
Adam Bensouna and Ahmad Sabar helped
out as role models during the day.
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WILBRAHAM PRIMARY PUPILS LEARN ABOUT LIFE AT HIGH SCHOOL
Year 5
students from
Wilbraham
Primary
School
designed
their own
badges and
took part in a
quiz as part
of their day
visiting
Manchester
Academy on
Wednesday
last week.
Our Year 7 students Maryam Yussuf, Mohammad Hossain, Mohammad Elanazi and Huda
Bashe welcomed pupils to school.
They explained how they
adapted to life at high school,
and how easy it was to make
new friends and find their
way around the school.
The pupils took part in a
range of activities which
included a T-shirt printing
session, a relaxation session
and a quiz about University.
SEN Teaching Assistant Ms
Protrka from Wilbraham
Primary said the students had
learnt a lot and they had a
great day.
Wilbraham Primary School
student Remarno Rhoden said
he loved it so much he wished
he could start high school
tomorrow!
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STUDENTS TAKE PART IN EXPERIMENTS FOR SCIENCE WEEK

Our Key Stage 3 students took part in a
series of experiments last week during
lunch breaks for Science Week.
They built egg landers which they used to
launch eggs out of the science lab window there was only one which didn't smash!
They also experimented with slime, held
methane bubbles in their hands and
watched the gas burn into a huge flame!

Key Stage 3 students had three special
space project lessons last week, on the
theme of endurance, innovation and
exploration.
We also welcomed pupils from St Mary’s
Primary School in Moss Side for a series of
experiments on applying forces to objects.
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OFthe
THEWeek….
WEEK
Well done to this week’sSTARS
Stars of
Well done to this week’s Stars of the Week….
Name
Name

Year
Reg

Subject
Subject

Comment
Comment

Nawal
Adan
Meshari
ALMAJREN

7 7NBR

Hospitality
Induction

Israa Jeylani

7

Moussa Al Mwal

7

Outstanding
work submits
in hospitality
Meshari regularly
homework
of
high
quality
and
follows
and consistently working instructionsWell
in thedone!
classroom. He also pushed
hard.
himself really hard this week whilst
Forworking
his kindness
and
maturity
on Maths
word
problems,
when
helping
to
calm
an
upset
despite it being out of his comfort
zone at The
the beginning
student.
way he was speakFor excellent
Spanish
Homework
ing/his
tone, his
manner,
how and
use of ICT to complete his homework
calm and sensible he was... we
For consistently performing well in
were
really impressed with him.
English
For great work in Fresh Start.
For his all round amazing efforts in
HerEVERY
reading
has
been
excellent!
lesson
and
his lovely
behaviour
Forallhis
of positive
the time! attitude and
hard work.
ForHegreat
workwonderful
in History.
Hedespite
is
is making
effort
trying
beingreally
out ofhard.
school so much and who
worked hardeffort
and isin
beginning
Forhas
outstanding
Spanishto
as master
well asfractions!
excellent attendance
For great behaviour in all lessons and
to MFL after school clubs.
an excellent attitude to work.
Excellent
term girls
so far,
fantastic
Both of these
have
joined the MA
participation
lessons.
stars recentlyinand
have been working
hard dedicated,
to fit into the squad
So extremely
focused and
seamlessly.
Chloe
a fantastic
producing top levelled
work.

Induction

Gurkamal Singh

7SVO

MFL

Mustafa Hakimi

7NBR

English

Maryam Nasir
Azhar Khan

7CWT

Salma Yasin

7

Ejaz Khan

7

Transition

Jozsef Lak

8

Transition

Transition

Zehad Ali

Amoya Steer

Transition

8

Fahd Hilal

Mobasher
Benotman
Leshae Gray
Chloe Taylor

Yasmin Al-Kalbani
Mobasher Benotman

Spanish
8XAN

Transition

8 8MWH Science
Cheer
8

8XAN

8

Eid Jama

9

Tariq Yussuf

9

Joshua Wigston

9

Science
Art

8RTI

Lara Morris

Sultan Abdulahi

Transition

8ITU

warm-up and cool-down and Leshae
tried out a range
of positions
Forhas
consistently
working
hard and
is
fast
become
a
versatile
member
and avoiding distractions over of
the group. We are proud of you - say

the last few weeks and produchigh
Form Time ingEid
hasquality
made a work.
huge effort to meet all
the targets
onand
his report
over the past
Science
Good
attitude
participation
2 weeks.
I amlessons.
very pleased that staff
within
science
have made the effort to report wonDrama
For consistently giving 100%
derful things about this young
effort
in Drama.
man.every
He is lesson
now engaged
and colRE
Joshua
lectinghas
lotsbeen
of merits
fantastic
and house
in R.E.
points. He
Wellhas
done
Eid -on
Keep
it up!
recently.
been
time,
Geography
For an excellent approach to his learnconscientious
and very harding and homework in Geography, in
working.
to teach! in
additionAtopleasure
a major improvement
Well
done Joshua!
behaviour.
I'm really impressed by
you this year Sultan, well done!
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STARS OF THE WEEK
Name

Year

Subject

Comment

Rafiu Bahar

9

Maths

Rafiu came up with a different
answer to everybody else in the
class and was persistent that he
was correct - well done for
having resilience and belief in

Sonia Malik

9

Computing

Eshleen Chopra

9

They planned and delivered an
excellent presentation on Computational Thinking.

Mohamed Noordin

10

Ahmed Hamza

10

Aaron Malloy

10

Abdul Rahman Ahmad 10

Ahmed Hamza

10

They have asked if they can deliver the 4 minute presentation
during the breakfast session.
There's chocolate involved!
CV
For working very hard in C.V.
recently and for being super
helpful and polite. Keep it up
Muhammad!
Science
Continued positive attitude in
Science lesson to push himself
to better attainment.
Technology For continued good effort in
class, responding well to feedback from marking and producing work that could be used as
good examples in a PowerPoint
for the rest of the group.
Maths
He has been working very hard
Yours
sincerely,
recently,
which includes excellent engagement in lessons and
Miss Owen, Acting Principal
extensive usage of Hegarty
Business

Shows determination and dedication in understanding the key
concepts of Business.
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STARS OF THE WEEK
Name

Year

Subject

Comment

Yasmin Muridi

10

Business

Her attention to detail is admirable and will hold her in good
stead for preparation for termi

Mohamed Al Edil

11

ICT

Excellent results in his OCR

Abdikarim Osman

11

ICT

Tiffani Bellamy

11

Science

Completed all tasks including
the challenge to build his skills
using Adobe Photoshop.
Determined revision and deserved score in mock test.

Year 9 students are having immunisations on March 21st and 22nd for DTP
and MenACWY.
Please could parents double check they have returned the consent form,
and ensure their children wear short sleeve shirts that day or sleeves that
can be rolled up easily.
If any parent has any questions they can contact school health advisor
Helen Tutty on 07870 906 793.

Yours sincerely,

Miss Owen,
Acting Principal

